
In-Road Patio Sitting 

(Ducks)
Urban Dictionary: sitting duck

Term usually used/heard in combat. Means an individual or person 

is extremely vulnerable, possibly out in the open and or helpless in 

their current position.



Choose your flight - Option 1 or Option 2 ?

Option 1

Option 2

Option 2

Before we continue, a Quick Survey 

How many of you would have chosen the less 

expensive and one stop flight, over the direct 

flight? I know I did.



Jet planes crash most during takeoff and landing

Would you have chosen differently now that you know that by adding a 

stop you are doubling the risk of a crash? 

Every day millions of people around the world choose price over safety.  

What choice would you have made if you are 

in a government Risk Management Role ?



“If you build it they will come” 

Photos

Can we expect people to be 

cautious about seating in the road 

if we provide the seats? 



How risky is it to be exposed in the road in “normal conditions”?

Tired Driver 

Speeding Driver Texting Driver

Impaired Driver

Parking DriverDelivery Driver

❖ Normal Driver with vehicle malfunction.

❖ Out of control vehicle after collision with other vehicle. 

❖ Evasive driver trying to avoid unexpected pedestrian. 

❖ Driver who lost control due to medical condition.



The patio customers? - They do not use Safety considerations 

The restaurant owner? - They are the interested party and at the moment 

not held to liability

The Police? - I believe the Police should have bigger role

Apparently The Traffic Engineering Departments believe –

“It won't happen to me” 

The Politicians?  

Who should be the ‘Responsible Adult’ in the room?

Just a few weeks before the van attack in Toronto, I met with 

two municipality executives. 

• we discussed pedestrian safety during special events.

• I presented my point of view based on my experience in the 

Israeli Police Counter Terrorism Committee. 

• I explained we developed setup methods, specifically for 

vehicle related terrorist attacks.

• Their response was “We don’t have it here in Canada”.



Toronto Van Attack Declared The Worst Mass Killing 

In Recent Canadian History 

Jeremy Cohn@JeremyGlobalTV

Witnesses tell me the white van appeared 

completely out of control.

2:25 PM - Apr 23, 2018

A 25-year-old man plowed a rental van into a crowd of innocent 

pedestrians on a busy sidewalk in Toronto on Monday, killing 10 

and injuring 15 The killing rampage continued 

for twenty-five minutes along a 

2.2-kilometre stretch.

Notice how long the vehicle attack 

continued, 

How it appeared to potential targets. 

This is how they probably reported it 

to 911 .

From the perspective of counter 

terrorism and response units,

25 minutes and 2.2 km before 

disabling the vehicle, Are extremely 

long times and distance. 

This clearly shows how vulnerable 

and unprepared we are here in 

Ontario. 

https://twitter.com/JeremyGlobalTV
https://twitter.com/JeremyGlobalTV/status/988483903286472704


Are we dealing only with “Normal” risks? 

In today's world the use of a Vehicle as a weapon is 

spreading all across the Globe. 
Al Qaeda's Yemeni branch encouraged its 

Western recruits to use trucks as weapons. A 

2010 webzine article, "The Ultimate Mowing 

Machine," called for deploying a pickup truck as a 

"mowing machine, not to mow grass but mow 

down the enemies of Allah."

Click 

In September 2014, ISIS spokesman 

Abu Mohammad al-Adnani called for lone wolf 

attacks using improvised weaponry, "If you are 

not able to find an IED or a bullet, then single out 

the disbelieving American, Frenchman or any of 

their allies. Smash his head with a rock or 

slaughter him with a knife or run him over with 

your car or throw him down from a high place or 

choke him or poison him."

http://www.cnn.com/2017/03/22/world/vehicles-as-weapons/index.html


Can we recognize and stop the attackers?

July 22, 2018 Woman and girl 

dead, 13 other people injured in 

Danforth shooting in Toronto. The 

shooting happened on the 

Danforth, a popular strip of 

restaurants and bars close to 

Toronto's downtown.

December 21, 2017  Melbourne,  Australia. 

The day after Saeed Noori hit 16 

pedestrians, police found stills on his 

computer that were taken from the fatal car 

or van attacks on London’s Westminster 

Bridge, in Barcelona and in Charlottesville 

in the US over previous months, Click

Unlike a person with a gun, a 

person using a vehicle as a 

weapon could and usually would 

be mistaken for an innocent 

collision (at least at the very first 

instance) giving the attacker an 

opportunity to harm even more 

people before any attempt to stop 

it, and usually the public has very 

limited resources to deal with the 

situation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLIu_MYuZo8


What can be done?

1. Do nothing

2. Abolish completely

3. Barricade the patio

4. Detour the sidewalk

https://www.google.ca/maps/@43.4447014,-79.6692972,3a,75y,246.19h,99.99t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1s4hQ3GjPH8l41W-zxJmZ0kQ!2e0!7i16384!8i8192?hl=en&authuser=0


Thank you for listening! 

Questions ?

Suggestions !

Counter arguments … 

All are welcome !

Yaron Levgoren

Expert Eye Consulting

Tel: (905) 516-2361 Email: yaron@experteye.ca


